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Abstract

This paper uses matched employee-employer data from the UK that we
augment with information on R&D expenditures, to analyze the relationship
between innovativeness and average wage income across firms. We first show
that more R&D intensive firms pay higher wages on average. Our second finding
is that the premium to working in more R&D intensive firms seems to be higher
for low-skilled workers than for high-skilled workers. As technology advances,
demand for high skilled workers increases and they do better overall, but low
skilled workers in innovative firms do better than other low-skilled workers.
To account for these findings, we develop a simple model of the firm where
the complementarity between high-skill occupation and low-skill occupation
employees within the firm increases with the firm’s degree of innovativeness.
An additional prediction of the model, which is also confirmed by the empirical
analysis, is that low-occupation workers stay longer in more innovative firms.
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1 Introduction

The rising income inequality in developed economies over the past decades has at-

tracted considerable attention, including most notably the US and the UK (e.g. see

Deaton, 2013, and Piketty, 2014). More recently, an important paper by Song et al.

(2015) introduces firms into the picture and look at within-firm versus between-firm

wage inequality. In particular the authors show that in the US over the period 1980-

2010, around two thirds of the rise in the variance of log earnings occurred between

firms, leaving open the issue of what the potential drivers for between-firm inequality

might be.

In the present paper we use UK firm-level data to analyze between-firm earnings

inequality. Because we look at a relatively short time-period over which inequality did

not increase, our focus is not so much on changes, but rather on levels of cross-firm

wage inequality. As it turns out, about half of the cross-worker inequality (i.e. of the

variance in wages across individuals) is due to differences in wages within firm and

half between firm (see Table 1). Another way to show the importance of the between

firm variation in wages in overall cross-worker wage inequality is to look at the wage

of a worker relative to the average wage in their “labour market” (where a “market”

is defined by geography (travel to work area) and by year): we see from Figure 1 that

this excess wage is higher the higher the mean wage of the firm the worker works for:

in other words, the wage of a worker that matches to a “good” firm is higher than

a worker that makes to a “bad” firm, where a “good” firm is defined as a firm that

pays higher wages on average.

But what characterizes a “good” firm? A natural place to look for are innovative

firms. That innovation should affect rents and wages, is not a new idea: in partic-

ular it directly follows from endogenous growth models (e.g. see Romer, 1990 and

Aghion and Howitt, 1992) where innovation-led growth is motivated by the prospect

of monopoly rents; it also underlies the literature on wage inequality and skill-biased

technical change (e.g. see Goldin and Katz, 2010), and recent papers showing the

effect of innovation on income inequality (e.g. Aghion et al., 2015, 2017 and Akcigit

et al., 2017).

In the first part of this paper we use matched employer-employee data from the

UK, which we augment with information on R&D expenditures, to analyze the rela-

tionship between innovativeness and average wage income across firms. And indeed,

we show that more R&D intensive firms pay higher wages on average.

However, a more surprising finding is that lower-skilled (lower occupation) workers
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seem to benefit more from working in more R&D intensive firms (relative to working

in a firm that does not do R&D) than higher-skilled workers gain. This finding may

come as a surprise as the literature on skill-biased technical change suggests that

innovation drives inequality by driving up wages at the top end of the distribution.

In fact, our results are consistent with this literature. More innovation increases the

overall returns in the economy, particularly for high-skilled workers, who have easily

transferable skills. Yet, when looking at the ”excess” wage of a worker relative to

the average wage in her “labour market” (travel to work area, skill level and year),

we see that the ”excess” wage the worker gets is higher the higher the mean wage of

the firm the worker works for, especially for low occupation workers. In other words,

the payoff to low-occupation workers of matching to a “good” firm is higher than for

high-occupation workers.

In the second part of the paper we propose a model in which the fact that R&D

firms are “good” and pay higher wages on average is not due so much to rent shar-

ing per se, but rather results from higher complementarity between workers in low

and high skill occupations. Another feature of the model is that high-occupation

employees’ skills are less firm-specific (e.g. those are typically more educated employ-

ees, whose market value is largely determined by their education and accumulated

reputation), whereas low-occupation employees’ quality is more firm-specific. This

model is meant to capture the idea that low-occupation workers can have a poten-

tially more damaging effect on the firm’s value if the firm is more innovative.1 This

is the source of their bargaining power and in turn explains the higher payoff for

low-occupation workers. It also predicts that job turnover should be lower (tenure

should be higher) amongst low-occupation workers who work for R&D-intensive firms

than for low-occupation workers who work for non-R&D intensive firms, whereas the

turnover difference should be less between high-occupation workers employed by these

two types of firms. This additional prediction is confronted to the data in the last

part of the paper.

1This idea is in line with Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg (2006) where low-occupation employees
are faced with new problems, and then select among them between the easy questions which they
solve themselves and the more difficult questions which they pass on to upper layers of the hierarchy.
Presumably, the more innovative the firm, the harder difficult questions are to solve, therefore the
more valuable high-occupation employees’ time is, and therefore the more important it is to have
high-ability low-occupation employees so as to make sure that the high-occupation employees within
the firm concentrate on the most difficult tasks. Another interpretation of the higher complemen-
tarity between low-occupation and high-occupation employees in more innovative firms, is that the
potential loss from unreliable low-occupation employees is bigger in such firms: hence the need to
select out those low-occupation employees which are not trustworthy.
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The paper relates to several strands of literature. First, there is the labour and

wage literature, starting with the seminal work of Abowd et al. (1999); this literature

has agreed that firms’ heterogeneity play a large role in explaining wage differences

across workers; however, there is no consensus in explaining which features of the

firm account for such variation.2 Other studies report a link between productivity

and wage policy (Cahuc et al., 2006 and Barth et al., 2014 among others). Song et

al. (2015) cite outsourcing as a potential explanation for the raise of between firm

inequality. We argue that a large source of variation in firm’s propensity to pay

higher wages than other has to do with innovation intensity. This result echoes those

of Van Reenen (1996), who showed that innovative firms pay higher wages on average,

using information on public listed UK firms.

Second, there is the literature on wage inequality and skill-biased technical change

(e.g. see Acemoglu, 2002; Goldin and Katz, 2010, Acemoglu and Autor, 2011). While

this literature focuses on explaining the accelerated increase in the skill premium, we

focus on the relationship between innovation and between-firm wage inequality, with

the surprising finding that the premium to working in a more innovative firm is higher

for lower occupation workers.

Third, there is the recent empirical literature on innovation, inequality and social

mobility (e.g. see Bell et al., 2016, Aghion et al., 2015 and Akcigit et al., 2017). We

contribute to this literature by introducing firms into the analysis and focusing on

the relationship between innovation and between-firm income inequality.

Fourth, and more closely related to our paper is the literature linking the aggregate

dispersions in wages to productivity dispersion across firms (Barth et al., 2014, Dunne

et al., 2004). Part of this literature uses matched worker-employee data (see Card et

al., 2016 for a review) to investigate whether this correlation represents differences in

workers selected into different firms, or the same type of worker being paid a different

wage depending on the firm they work in. Abowd et al. (1999) pioneered the use

of the two-way fixed effect model (firm and worker fixed effects) to study the effect

on wages when a worker moves between firms. In a related literature that tries to

measure rent-sharing elasticities, Card et al. (2016) report that, “most studies that

control for worker heterogeneity find wage-productivity elasticities in the range 0.05-

0.15.” And most closely related to our analysis is Song et al. (2015) which finds

find that “between firm inequality accounts for the majority of the total increase in

income inequality” between 1981 and 2013 in the US. We contribute to this literature

2For example, Card et al. (2016) assume that firm heterogeneity arises through TFP, but do not
model what drives these differences in TFP
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by bringing innovation into the picture, and by analyzing the relationship between

innovation, wage income and occupation across firms.

Finally, we draw on the literature on wage inequality and the organization of the

firm (e.g. see Kremer, 1993, Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg, 2006 and Garicano, 2000).

We contribute to this literature by linking wage inequality, the organization of the

firm, and its degree of innovativeness.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present

our data and empirical methodology, and we establish our main empirical findings,

namely that more innovative firms pay higher wages and that the premium to working

in more innovative firms is higher for low occupation workers. In Section 3 we develop

a simple model to account for these findings and list a few additional predictions from

this model. In Section 4 we test those predictions. Section 5 collects our concluding

remarks. And finally in the Appendix we provide further details on the data and

develop some extensions of the model.

2 Wages and innovation

High levels of wage inequality in the US and UK have been well documented (see

Piketty, 2014). A growing body of literature has focused on the importance of the

firm in explaining wage inequality (see for example Card et al., 2013 for Germany,

Barth et al., 2014 and Song et al., 2015 for the US and Faggio et al., 2010 for the

UK).

Table 1 shows what is a well document fact in many countries, in the UK over the

last decade (2004-2014) the variance in wages between firms is at least as important

in explaining wage inequality as the variance within firms.

We can see the importance of the between firm variation in wages by looking at

the wage of a worker relative to the average wage in the labour market in which they

are employed. We defined a labour market geographically using travel to work areas

(see Appendix A.3) and year. In Figure 1 the horizontal axis shows the worker’s

relative wage (ln(wikt) − ln(w̄kt)), where w is wage, i is worker, k is travel to work

area and t is year) and the vertical axis shows the mean wage in the firm that employs

the worker. The figure shows that workers with higher than mean wage for the labour

market they work in are on average working in “better” firms, in the sense that they

are firms that pay on average higher wages.

However, the literature has been relatively silent on why some firms pay higher
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Figure 1: Relative wages higher for workers in “good” firms

Notes: This figure plots the predicted line from a regression of the log of the average wage of the
firm on a local polynomial of the relative wage of the workers in that firm. The relative wage of the
firm is defined as log of the ratio of the wage of a worker relative to the average wage in the same
travel to work area and the same year. Regression includes all observations from our Final Sample.
95% confident interval is included.
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Table 1: Variance decomposition

Variance
Overall Within-firm Between-firm

All 0.319 0.156 0.162

Low skill (1+2) 0.136 0.064 0.071
Intermediate skill (3+4) 0.209 0.112 0.170
High skill (5+6) 0.274 0.170 0.103

Notes: This table shows the between-firm and within-firm variance of the logarithm of
hourly wage, calculated for each year from 2004 to 2014 and averaged over years. The
decomposition of the overall variance is described in Appendix B. The data are matched
employee-employer data from the UK; the sample is described in Appendix A, and includes
572,791 Workers in private corporation with at least 400 employees. Construction of skill
levels is explained in Appendix A.2.3.

wages than others for workers that appear similar. In a competitive labour market we

would expect wages for similar workers to be the same across firms; heterogeneity in

firm level technology might influence who is hired, but not the wages of any specific

worker, since wages are taken as given by the firm. However, wages might deviate

from marginal cost in imperfectly competitive markets. From the endogenous growth

literature (e.g. see Romer, 1990 and Aghion and Howitt, 1992), where innovation-led

growth is motivated by the prospect of rents, it seems that innovation would be a

prime candidate, and recent papers show the effect of innovation on income inequality

(e.g. Aghion et al., 2015 and Akcigit et al., 2017).

We document the correlation between R&D expenditure and wages using novel

matched employer-employee data that also contains information on R&D expenditure

for the period 2004 to 2014. The employee data come from Annual Survey of Hours

and Earnings (ASHE), which is a random sample of 1% of the UK working population,

matched to the Business Expenditure on Research and Development (BERD) survey.

The data are longitudinal, we follow the same workers over time, and is recorded at

the establishment level, with information on related establishments in the same firm.

We focus on private companies (excluding the public sector, charities, etc) with more

than 400 employees. We have information on around 50,000 employees who work in

around 6,300 firms, giving us a total of around 580,000 observations. We observe

workers moving between firms. Further details on the data are given in Appendix A.
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Figure 2: Log hourly wage, by age

Notes: This figure plots age dummies from a regression of log hourly wage, controlling for separate
year effects for each travel to work area (there are around 240 travel to work areas). The lower curve
is for workers in non-innovative firms, the upper curve for workers in innovative firms. Innovative
firms are defined as firm that have declared at least one pound in R&D expenditures over the period.
95% confident intervals are included.

2.1 More innovative firms pay higher wages

There are significant differences in the wages paid to workers in innovative firms

compared to those working in non-innovative firms at all age, even after controlling

for differences over time and within geographically separate labour markets (identified

by travel to work areas). Figure 2 shows the mean wage of workers in all occupations

split by whether the firm that they work for does any R&D or not.

We also see this if we look at the share of workers that work in a firm that does

any R&D across the wage distribution. In Figure 3 we see that the share of workers

that work in a firm that does any R&D increases from just over 20% for workers

at the bottom of the wage distribution, to over 55% towards the top of the wage

distribution. The share falls right at the top, where workers in the financial sector
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Figure 3: Share of workers in R&D firms at each percentile of the overall wage
distribution

Notes: This figure plots the share of workers from innovative firms (defined as firms reporting
a positive amount of R&D expenditure since 2000) at each percentile of the overall hourly wage
distribution. All observations from our Final Sample from 2004 to 2014 are considered independently.

are heavily represented. This effect holds within innovative firms. The average wage

in a firm increases with the firm’s R&D intensity,3 as shown in Figure 4.

Of course, workers in R&D firms might have different characteristics to those

working in non-R&D firms. Table 2 shows that they are more likely to be male,

work full-time and have longer tenure within the firm. R&D firms also differ from

non-R&D firms in that they are larger (have a larger workforce). We show that, even

after controlling by these differences and other individual fixed characteristics such

as education, the patterns in Figures 2 and 4 remain.

To investigate whether these correlations hold up to controlling for other individual

and firm characteristics we estimate the following equation:

3In all the following, we will refer to R&D intensity as the ratio of total R&D expenditures
divided by employment (see Appendix A.1).
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Figure 4: Log hourly wage and R&D intensity

Notes: This figure plots the logarithm of total hourly income against the logarithm of total R&D
expenditures (intramural + extramural) per employee (R&D intensity). The x-variable is divided
into 20 groups of equal size and one larger group of firms with no R&D (x-axis value set to 0).
Groups of firms are computed yearly on the sample of private firms of more than 400 employees.
See Tables A5 and A6 for more details.
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Table 2: Comparison of R&D and non R&D firms

Innovative firm Current R&D firms

Yes No Yes No

Employment 2,828 2,221 2,491 2,401
Hourly wage (£) 15.7 12.5 15.9 12.8
Share of male (%) 68 57 71 58
Share of full-time (%) 90 76 92 77
Share of high skilled workers (%) 30 18 31 19
Share of low skilled workers (%) 51 65 50 63

Age 40.5 38.1 41.1 38.3
Tenure 8.9 5.7 9.5 5.9

Firm-years 11,463 23,369 7,684 27,148
Observations 238,994 334,305 144,272 429,027

Notes: Employment is number of workers in the firm averaged over years, hourly wage is measured by
total weekly earning divided by total paid hours (including overtime), high skilled workers include categories
5 and 6 (see Appendix A.2.3), low skilled include categories 1 and 2. Innovative firms are firms that report
at least one pound of total R&D expenditure over the period, current R&D firms are those that report a
positive amount of R&D expenditure in that period. A Student’s test on the equality of each coefficient of
column 1 (resp. 3) and column 2 (resp. 4) always reject the null hypothesis.
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ln(wijkft) = x′iftβ1 + z′ftβ2 + β3ln(1 +Rft) + εijkft, (1)

where i indexes individual, j occupation, k labour market, f firm and t years. εijkft

includes fixed effects at differing levels depending on the specification (see details in

the results tables) plus an idiosyncratic error. A labour market is defined as a travel

to work area and there are around 240 such areas in the UK (see Appendix A.3).

wijkft is mean hourly earnings, xift are individual-firm level variables including age,

gender, whether the job is full-time and tenure in the firm, zft are firm characteristics

including number of employees. Rft is R&D intensity (R&D expenditure divided

by number of employees). We use ln(1 + Rft) to accommodate values of 0 in firms

that do not do any R&D; it is almost always equal to ln(Rft) given the magnitude

of R&D expenditure, so we can interpret β3 as the elasticity of wage with respect

to R&D intensity. In Appendix D we show robustness of our results to alternative

functional forms. Tables A1 and A8 in the Appendix gives descriptive statistics of

the key variables.

We estimate equation (1) using a fixed effect estimator. Card et al. (2014) suggest

that, in a similar wage regression on a firm measure of rent, a bias in the estimated

coefficient is expected because of small fluctuations in the firm level measurement

of rent. They use an instrumental variables estimation. This problem mostly arises

through short-term changes in sales and materials that influence the value added per

employee which is their measure of rent. Our measure of rent is R&D expenditure

which we argue is less likely to be affected by such accounting definitions. In addition,

we show in Appendix D.3 that using the number of workers directly involved in R&D

activities (a measure even less likely to be influenced by accounting definitions) does

not affect our findings.

The estimated coefficients are shown in Table 3. In column (1) we use year-

labour market fixed effects, in column (2) year-labour market-occupation fixed effect,

in column (3) individual fixed effect and year effects and in column (4) firm fixed

effect and year effects. The coefficient on the R&D variable is always positive and

significant; it decreases when firm or individual fixed effects are included.

What we see is that the correlations found in Figures 4 are robust to including

a number of control variables that are likely to influence variation in income (age,

experience, gender...). The positive correlation of R&D and income is also robust to

including various combination of fixed-effect and its magnitude decreases a lot when

moving from column (1) to (4). Note that including additive firm and individual fixed
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effects do not alter this finding.

2.2 Innovation and wages by skill level

The literature on skill-biased technical change (see for example Goldin and Katz,

2010) suggests that innovation drives inequality by driving up wages at the top end of

the distribution. We add to this literature by looking at how the returns to working

in a better (higher paying) firm vary by the skill level of the workers. We use a

definition of skill based on a match between qualifications and occupations, defined

in Appendix A.2.3. There are six groups, with the lowest skill level being group 1

and including occupations such as manufacturing basic occupations, housekeeping,

telephone sales. The highest skill level is group 6 and corresponds to occupations

that generally require a PhD.

Surprisingly, when we look by skill category we see that the within variance is

relatively more important for low skill workers than high skill workers (see Table 1).

Another way to see this is to look at the relative wage of workers of different skill

levels, as we did in Figure 1.

In Figure 5 we show that the payoff for a low skilled worker to working for a

“better” firm (i.e. one that on average pays higher wages) is more than for a high

skilled worker. As above, the relative wage of a worker is (ln(wijkt)− ln(w̄jkt)), where

w is wage, i is worker, j is a measure of skills, k is travel to work area and t is year)

and the vertical axis shows the mean wage in the firm that employs the worker.

As above it seems natural to look at whether “better” firms are innovative firms,

and they are. We are interested in the impact of innovation on inequality, which

means that we are interested in how the returns to working in innovative firms varies

across the wage and skill distribution.

Figure 6 replicates Figure 4 but splits workers by skill level. Workers in the

highest skill categories (5+6) earn the highest wages, and these wages are on average

similar across firms that do more or less (include zero) R&D. In contrast, workers

in low skilled occupations earn substantially more if they work in a firm that has

higher R&D intensity. The wage gradient with respect to R&D intensity is largest

for low-skilled workers.

Highly innovative firms also hire fewer low-skilled workers. Table 4 shows that

moving from the first vintile to the last one in terms of R&D intensity increases the

share of high skilled workers (categories 5+6) from 13.7% to 63.8%.

In order to see if this correlation is robust to controlling for differences between
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Table 3: Correlation between income and R&D intensity.

Dependent variable: ln(wijkft)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

ln(Rft + 1) 0.028*** 0.016*** 0.006*** 0.001***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Age 0.059*** 0.034*** 0.045***
(0.001) (0.000) (0.001)

Age2 -0.001*** -0.000*** -0.001*** -0.001***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Tenure 0.023*** 0.015*** 0.008*** 0.016***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Tenure2 -0.000*** -0.000*** -0.000*** -0.000***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

ln(emp) -0.031*** -0.009*** -0.007*** -0.025***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.003)

Male 0.161*** 0.146*** 0.159***
(0.003) (0.002) (0.003)

Full-Time 0.247*** 0.071*** -0.001 0.143***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Fixed Effects (k,t) (k,j,t) i+t f+t
R2 0.386 0.623 0.888 0.561
N 572,791 572,791 572,791 572,791

Notes: The dependent variable, log of wage, is measured by the gross hourly earning. Variables definitions are
given in Table A7. Column 1 includes year-labour market fixed effects, column 2 includes year-labour market-
occupation fixed effects, column 3 includes year and individual fixed effects and column 4 includes year firm fixed
effects. Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors clustered at the individual level are reported in parenthesis. ***,
** and * respectively indicate 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 levels of significance.
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Figure 5: Relative wages higher for workers in “better” firms, by skill level of worker

Notes: This figure plots the predicted line from a regression of the log of the average wage of the
firm on a local polynomial of the relative wage of the workers in that firm for each of the three skill
categories: low, intermediate and high. Skill categories are defined in Appendix A.2.3. The relative
wage of the firm is defined as log of the ratio of the wage of a worker relative to the average wage
in the same travel to work area and the same year. Regression includes all observations from our
Final Sample. 95% confident intervals are included.
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Figure 6: Average log wage, by skill group

Notes: Vertical axis show the average of the logarithm of total hourly income of workers (standard-
ized to have mean 0 across all skill categories when there is no R&D). Horizontal axis the quantile of
R&D intensity of the firm, with 20 quantiles and an additional one indicating zero R&D as quantile
0. The bottom curve shows mean wage for low skilled workers, the middle line for intermediate skill
and the top line for high skilled workers (see section A.2.3). 95% confident intervals are included.
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Table 4: Share of workers at each skill category and quantiles of R&D

Skill category

Low Intermediate High

Quantile 1 2 3 4 5 6 Obs.
of R&D

0 (no R&D) 63.5 5.6 11.7 3.8 15 0.3 432,029
1 65.8 7.4 10.2 2.8 13.5 0.2 20,654
2 63.2 8.1 10.2 3.2 14.7 0.5 11,962
3 56.0 9.6 11.2 4.2 18.4 0.6 8,271
4 55.7 6.1 14.8 3.6 19.2 0.7 6,884
5 60.9 4.6 14.2 3.3 16.7 0.4 8,382
6 54.0 6.0 15.0 4.2 19.9 0.9 4,855
7 51.9 9.0 12.2 5.0 21.4 0.6 5,895
8 48.6 8.3 14.4 5.2 22.7 0.7 5,012
9 51.4 8.4 11.6 4.5 23.3 0.7 4,037
10 43.5 9.3 12.7 5.1 28.6 0.8 5,176
11 36.3 10.4 15.6 5.8 31.2 0.7 5,265
12 35.8 9.2 15.6 6.2 32.2 1.0 5,993
13 36.0 7.5 15.1 5.7 35.0 0.8 4,583
14 30.2 9.7 12.9 6.7 39.3 1.0 4,415
15 30.8 8.3 18.9 8.7 31.8 1.4 4,816
16 23.2 7.5 19.9 10.4 37.7 1.3 7,453
17 22.1 6.2 21.0 12.3 37.5 0.9 8,600
18 25.1 7.8 18.7 9.3 37.1 2.0 7,245
19 22.9 13.1 15.6 6.2 39.5 2.8 8,468
20 19.2 6.1 14.5 6.6 41.5 12.2 7,007

Notes: This table presents the average proportion of each skill group by quantile of R&D intensity. Skill
groups are defined in Appendix A.2.3. Quantiles are the same as in Table A1.
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workers we estimate our preferred specification with individual fixed effects (column

3 of Table 3) separately for workers of different skill levels. In Table 5 column (1)

we show results for low skilled workers (skill categories 1 and 2), in column (2) for

intermediate skills (skill categories 3 and 4) and in column (3) for high skills (skill

categories 5 and 6). The positive coefficient on R&D only holds for low and inter-

mediate skill categories and is the strongest for the former. In column 4 we pool all

skill categories and allow the intercept and coefficient on R&D intensity to vary with

skill category. We see that compared to skill level 1, the interacted terms in always

negative and is larger in absolute value as we increase skill level. The fact that returns

to R&D are larger for low occupation workers than for high occupation workers is

robust to including different fixed effects.

One concern could be that high skilled workers receive a large part of their wage

in the form of lump-sum bonus at the end of the year and that these bonuses are not

well captured by measures of weekly wages. This would particularly be an issue if

high skilled workers receive larger bonuses in more R&D intensive firms. In Appendix

D.1 we show that using yearly wage instead of weekly wage and including or excluding

incentive payment does not affect our results.

This result might initially seem counter-intuitive,4 but we show in the next section

this can be rationalized by allowing for O-ring style production technology in which

low-skilled workers are complementary in production to high-skilled workers. We

propose a model in which the fact that R&D firms are good and pay higher wage is

not only due to rent sharing, but is also a result of higher complementarity between

workers in low and high skill occupations; this explains the higher pay off for low skill

workers.

4Although similar findings have been found by Matano and Naticchioni (2017) using Italian data.
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Table 5: R&D intensity and hourly earnings at different skill levels.

Dependent variable: ln(wijkft)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Skill category low (1+2) intermediate
(3+4)

high (5+6) All

ln(Rft + 1) 0.008*** 0.002*** 0.000 0.009***
(0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000)

Age2 -0.000*** -0.001*** -0.001*** -0.001***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Tenure 0.009*** 0.006*** 0.000 0.007***
(0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000)

Tenure2 -0.000*** -0.000*** 0.000 -0.000***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

ln(emp) -0.005*** 0.003 0.005** -0.005***
(0.001) (0.003) (0.002) (0.001)

Full-Time -0.014*** -0.097*** -0.117*** -0.009***
(0.003) (0.011) (0.013) (0.002)

skill cat 2 0.062***
(0.003)

skill cat 3 0.081***
(0.003)

skill cat 4 0.116***
(0.004)

skill cat 5 0.160***
(0.004)

skill cat 6 0.136***
(0.014)

ln(Rft + 1)*(skill cat 2) -0.003***
(0.001)

ln(Rft + 1)*(skill cat 3) -0.003***
(0.001)

ln(Rft + 1)*(skill cat 4) -0.005***
(0.001)

ln(Rft + 1)*(skill cat 5) -0.006***
(0.001)

ln(Rft + 1)*(skill cat 6) -0.004**
(0.002)

Fixed Effects i+t i+t i+t i+t
N 371,822 95,470 105,483 572,775
R2 0.777 0.850 0.885 0.890

Notes: Definition of all variables is given in Table A7. Individual and year fixed effects are included in all columns.
Ordinary Least Square regression. Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors clustered at the individual level are
reported in parenthesis. ***, ** and * respectively indicate 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 levels of significance.
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3 A Simple Model

We develop a model where the complementarity between “high-occupation” and “low-

occupation” employees within a firm increases with the firm’s degree of innovative-

ness. Another feature of the model is that high-occupation employees’ skills are

less firm-specific (e.g. those are typically more educated employees, whose market

value is largely determined by their education and accumulated reputation), whereas

low-occupation employees’ quality are more firm-specific. Low-skill workers draw

bargaining power from the fact that they can shed on their quality potential and

underperform, which in turn reduces the firm’s output more when low-skill workers

are more complementary to high-skill workers.

The model is meant to capture the idea that low-occupation workers can have a

potentially more damaging effect on the firm’s value if the firm is more technologically

advanced. This idea is in line with Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg (2006) where low-

occupation employees draw problems and select between the easy questions which

they solve themselves and the more difficult questions which they pass on to upper

layers of the hierarchy. Presumably, the more innovative the firm, the harder difficult

questions are to solve, therefore the more valuable high-occupation employees’ time is,

and therefore the more important it is to have high-ability low-occupation employees

so as to make sure that the high-occupation employees within the firm concentrate

on the most difficult tasks. Another interpretation of the higher complementarity

between low-occupation and high-occupation employees in more innovative firms, is

that the potential loss from unreliable low-occupation employees is bigger in such

firms: hence the need to select out those low-occupation employees which are not

trustworthy.

3.1 Production technology

Suppose that the firm must employ one high-occupation and one low-occupation

worker,5 with the following partial O-Ring production function (Kremer, 1993), where

the high occupation worker has quality level (quality potential) Q and the low occu-

pation worker has quality level (quality potential) q:

F (Q, q, λ) = θ [λQq + (1− λ)(Q+ q)] ,

5In Appendix C we extend the model to more high-occupation and low-occupation workers.
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where λ ∈ (0, 1) reflects the extent to which the firm is “innovative” (or “O-Ring”

in Kremer, 1993’s terminology). We know from Caroli and Van Reenen (2001) and

Bloom et al. (2014) that more innovating firms tend to have flatter internal organiza-

tion, with more strategic complementarity between firm’s employees. In this version

of the model, the value of λ is assumed to be exogenous and known by the firm. The

timing of moves is as follows. First, the firm decides about the qualities potential

(q,Q) of the two workers it hires. Then the firm hires the workers and negotiate

separately with each of them. We solve the model by backward induction, starting

with the wage negotiation and then moving back to the choice of qualities.

3.2 Wage negotiation

The firm engages in separate wage negotiations with each of the two workers. This

negotiation will lead to the equilibrium wages wL(Q, q, λ) for the low occupation

worker and wH(Q, q, λ) for the high skill worker. In its negotiation with its two

workers, the firm takes into account the fact that if the negotiation with the low-

occupation worker fails, then the firm must fall back on a substitute low-occupation

worker with quality qL
6; similarly, if its negotiation with the high occupation worker

fails, the firm must look for a substitute high occupation worker of quality QL. We

assume that:

Q > QL > q > qL > 1. (A1)

We also assume that it is relatively easier for the firm to find a substitute for the

high occupation worker than to find a substitute for the low-occupation worker. The

rational for this assumption is that the ability of a low-occupation worker is harder to

detect ex-ante, e.g. because there is less information the firm acquires ex ante based

on the employee’s CV (education, reputation). On the other hand, a high-occupation

employee can show that she graduated from a leading university (Russell group, Ivy

League etc.) or acquired a reputation.7

We thus assume that:

Q−QL < q − qL. (A2)

Substitute low-occupation and high-occupation workers are paid wages wL and

wH respectively, which we assume to be exogenous. Similarly, the low-occupation

6Or equivalently accept that the current worker underperform at quality level qL.
7Equivalently, the current high-skill worker, if kept by the firm, will not underperform much for

reputational reasons.
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and high occupation incumbent workers have outside option w̄X with X = H,L

which are also exogenous. We assume: wL < wH and w̄L < w̄H .

3.2.1 Equilibrium low skill wage

The firm’s net surplus from employing the current low-occupation worker, is equal

to:

SF = θ [λQ+ (1− λ)] (q − qL)− wL(Q, q, λ) + wL,

whereas the low-occupation worker’s net surplus is equal to

SLS = wL(Q, q, λ)− w̄L.

Assuming that the fraction βL of the firm’s net surplus goes to the low-occupation

worker, with βL < 1, or more formally:

SLS = βLSF ,

we immediately the following expression for the equilibrium wage of the low-occupation

worker:

wL(Q, q, λ) =
θβL

(1 + βL)
(q − qL) (λ(Q− 1) + 1) +

wLβ
L + w̄L

(1 + βL)
(2)

3.2.2 Equilibrium high skill wage

Replicating the same argument for the high-occupation worker, under the assumption

that a fraction βH of the firm’s net surplus accrues to the high-occupation worker,

with 1 > βH ≥ βL, we obtain the following expression for the equilibrium wage of

the high-occupation worker:

wH(Q, q, λ) =
θβH

(1 + βH)
(Q−QL) (λ(q − 1) + 1) +

wHβ
H + w̄H

(1 + βH)
(3)

Since βH > βL and wHβ
H+w̄H

(1+βH)
> wLβ

L+w̄L

(1+βL)
and since from (A1) and (A2) that

(q − qL) > (Q − QL) and (Q − 1) > (q − 1), then we clearly have wH(Q, q, λ) >

wL(Q, q, λ) for all λ ∈ (0, 1) and (q,Q) satisfying (A1) and (A2).
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3.2.3 How innovativeness affects equilibrium wages

Taking the derivative of equilibrium wages with respect to λ yields:

∂wH(Q, q, λ)

∂λ
=

θβH

1 + βH
(Q−QL)(q − 1)

∂wL(Q, q, λ)

∂λ
=

θβL

1 + βL
(q − qL)(Q− 1)

(4)

Our baseline case is one where there is no difference in bargaining powers between

high-occupation and low-occupation workers: this will the case for example if the net

surplus from employing each worker, is equally split between that worker and the

firm. Then we have: βL = βH , which, together with Assumptions (A1) and (A2),

immediately implies that:

∂wL(Q, q, λ)

∂λ
>
∂wH(Q, q, λ)

∂λ
.

In other words the low-occupation equilibrium wage increases more with λ (and thus

with innovativeness) than the equilibrium wage of the high skill worker.

More generally, when βH ≥ βL, this above result will hold whenever the following

condition (C1) is satisfied:

βH(1 + βL)

βL(1 + βH)
<

(q − qL)(Q− 1)

(Q−QL)(q − 1)
(C1)

This condition is in turn automatically satisfied when Q is sufficiently large and/or

when QL is sufficiently close to Q, i.e. when high-occupation workers are sufficiently

easy to replace with a substitute high-occupation worker.

Optimal choice of q

Having determined the equilibrium wages wH(Q, q, λ) and wL(Q, q, λ) for given q,

Q and λ, we now move back and look at the firm’s choice of qualities (q,Q). We

assume that the firm can choose any value of q and Q at no cost. The firm choice

will maximize the firm’s ex ante profit:

F (Q, q, λ)− wH(Q, q, λ)− wL(Q, q, λ),
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with respect to q > 1 and Q > 1.

Assuming that q ∈ [q, q] and Q ∈ [Q,Q], this optimization problem immediately

yields the equilibrium quality choice:

q = q;

Q = Q.

More generally, suppose that the firm have needs to train the low-occupation

worker to bring her from qL to q at a convex cost C(q − qL) = 1
2
(q − qL)2, and

that training occurs before the wage negotiation. For simplicity, we consider the

case where the bargaining surplus is split equally between the firm and each worker

(βH = βL = 1). Then the firm chooses (q,Q) so as to:

(q∗, Q∗) = argmax
qL<q<q QL<Q<Q

{
F (Q, q, λ)− wH(Q, q, λ)− wL(Q, q, λ)− C

2
(q − qL)2

}
With respect to Q, the problem remains linear which again leads to the corner

solution Q∗ = Q.

With respect to q, the problem is concave so that by first order condition we

obtain:

q∗ = qL +
θ

2C
[λ(QL − 1) + 1] ,

where we implicitly assume that this value if lower than q.

Note that q∗is increasing with λ : that is, more training is invested in low-

occupation workers in more innovative firms.

Next, we compute the equilibrium wage of low-occupation workers, which up to a

constant is equal to:

wL(λ) ≡ wL(Q∗, q∗, λ) =
θ2

4C
(λ(QL − 1) + 1)

(
λ(Q− 1) + 1

)
,

so that:
dwL(λ)

dλ
=

θ2

2C

[(
Q− 1

)
(QL − 1)λ+

Q+QL − 2

2

]
,

On the other hand,

wH(λ) ≡ wH(Q∗, q∗, λ) =
θ

2

(
Q−QL

) [
λ

(
qL +

θ

2C
(λ(QL − 1) + 1)− 1

)
+ 1

]
,
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so that:
dwH(λ)

dλ
=
θ

2
(Q−QL)

[
(qL − 1) +

θλ

C
(QL − 1) +

θ

2C

]
,

Then the inequality
dwL(λ)

dλ
>
dwH(λ)

dλ

boils down to:

2(q∗ − qL)(QL − 1) > (Q−QL)(qL − 1),

which is true from (A1) and (A2).

3.2.4 The effect of product market competition

One can augment the above model by introducing product market competition. One

channel whereby competition might interact with the main effect of innovativeness

on premium to a low occupation worker, is that a firm having to hire a low-skill

worker with quality qL may be driven out of the market with positive probability by

a competing firm. This will obviously increase the bargaining power of a low-skill

worker. And it do so to a larger extent than it increases the bargaining power of a

high-skill worker when Q−QL << q − qL.

Predictions

The main prediction of the model is that:

Prediction 1: Low-occupation workers that remain in a firm benefit more of an

increase in R&D of the firm (equivalent to an increase of λ) than high-occupation

workers in that firm.

But in addition, the model generates the following predictions:

Prediction 2: Low-occupation workers stay longer in more innovative firms (as

more time and money is invested in them to getting them from qL to q∗);

Prediction 3: The main effect is stronger the lower the quality of potential

replacements to a low-occupation worker (i.e. the lower qL);

Prediction 4: The main effect is stronger in more competitive sectors if the

quality of potential replacements to a low occupation worker is sufficient low;
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4 Further empirical evidence

We first provide evidence supporting Prediction 2.8 If the firm has to spend a lot

of effort to train a low occupation worker, then there should be less job turnover for

low-occupation workers in more innovative firms.9 On the other hand, there should

be a smaller effect for innovativeness on high occupation workers turnover. This is

indeed what we see from Figure 7.

Next, one can discuss other possible explanations for our main empirical findings.

In particular, outsourcing as in Song et al. (2015) cannot fully explain our results.

Song et al. (2015) claims that larger firms outsource low skill (and high skill) occupa-

tions and that this can explain the rise in between firms inequality. Their explanation

would be a challenge to our analysis if: (a) low skill service firms are in the sample

(which means that those firms should be rather large); (b) low skill service firms do

not conduct R&D (this is likely to be the case); (c) more R&D intensive firms out-

source more. To show that our results are not explained by outsourcing, we proceed

as follows. We first consider for each firm the shares of workers in the various types

of occupations in that firm. We then construct a concentration index defined by the

sum of the squares of these shares. In Song et al. (2015) this concentration index

measures the firm’s degree of outsourcing. As in Song et al. (2015) we find that this

concentration index increases with firm size. However, this index does not show any

significantly positive correlation with R&D intensity of the firm. Thus overall, while

outsourcing may partly explain between-firm inequality, this is orthogonal to R&D

intensity.

8This section is still incomplete and is to be augmented with empirical analyses of Predictions 3
and 4.

9Note that in our model, low-skill workers in innovative firms will share some rents from firm-
specific human capital investments in training. They draw bargaining power from the fact that they
can shed on their quality potential and under perform, which in turn reduces the firm’s output more
when low-skill workers are more complementary to high-skill workers.
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Figure 7: Average tenure for low skill and high occupation workers by quantile of
R&D

Notes: Vertical axis show the average of the number of year spent in the firm. Horizontal axis the
quantile of R&D intensity of the firm, with 20 quantiles and an additional one indicating zero R&D
as quantile 0. The bottom curve shows mean tenure for low skilled workers and the top line for high
skilled workers (see section A.2.3). 95% confident intervals are included.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper we used novel matched employee-employer data from the UK that we

augment with information on R&D expenditures, to analyze the relationship between

innovation and between-firm inequality. Our first finding is that more R&D inten-

sive firms pay higher wages on average. Our second finding is that low-occupation

workers seem to benefit more from working in more R&D intensive firms than high-

occupation workers. To account for these findings, we developed a simple model of the

firm where the complementarity between “high-occupation” and “low-occupation”

employees within the firm increases with the firm’s degree of innovativeness. An

additional prediction of the model, which we also confronted to the data, is that

low-occupation workers stay longer in more innovative firms.

Our analysis can be extended in several directions. One would be to look at

whether, as our model predicts, the (low-occupation) occupations which yield more

return to innovativeness (i.e. for which low-occupation wage increases more with inno-

vativeness) are more “relational” among low-occupation occupations. A second idea is

to see whether more innovative firms provide more training to low-occupation workers.

Third, our model predicts that our main effect (namely that low-occupation workers

benefit more from working in a more innovative firm) is stronger in more competitive

sectors or in areas where potential replacements for incumbent low-occupation work-

ers are of lower quality: these predictions can be tested using our data. Fourth, we

used R&D investment as our measure of innovativeness, and one could use other mea-

sures such as patenting. Finally, one may want to look at subgroups of agents within

the high- and low-occupation categories. In particular we should look at whether the

premium to working in a more innovative firm, is not larger at the very top end of

the occupation distribution. One first place to look at, are CEOs, taking into account

their total revenues (wage income plus capital income). These and other extensions

of the analysis in this paper await further research.
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A Data description

This appendix describes the construction of our main sample which results from the

merge of two datasets provided by the ONS: the Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings

(ASHE) and the Business Expenditures on Research and Development (BERD).

A.1 Business Expenditures on Research and Development

The Business Expenditures on Research and Development (BERD, Office for National

Statistics, 2016b) is an annual survey conducted by the Office of National Statistics

(ONS) that collects information on R&D activities of businesses in the United King-

dom. It is a stratified random sample from the population of firms that conduct R&D.

The selected firms then receive a form asking them to detail their innovative activities

in accordance to the OECD’s Frascati Manual guidelines. The stratification scheme

has changed over time, but includes a census of firms with over 400 employees. These

are the firms we are interested in. The BERD data is available from 1994 - 2014.

BERD records expenditure at the level of the firm, the product that the R&D

is related to, and the establishment carrying out the R&D. We also know whether

R&D was carried out in house (intramural) or outsourced (extramural). Product is

recorded at the level of 33 categories. We know the split between civil and defence.

More than 99% of the sampled firms report R&D for only one product, representing

75% of total intramural expenditures and 69% of extramural expenditures. 88.2% of

intramural R&D expenditure and 96.5% of extramural R&D is civilian; 10% of firms

that report doing some R&D do at least some defence R&D. Total R&D expenditures

are the sum of intramural and extramural R&D at the firm level. In the paper, we

refer to the level of R&D “R&D expenditures” and the level of R&D divided by the

number of employees in the firm as “R&D intensity”. Including extramural R&D

is important as many large firms outsource a large part of their R&D activities, see

Figure A1, and this varies across industries.

Table A1 reports the average amount of intramural and extramural R&D across

20 quantiles of the distribution of total R&D intensity.10 The distributions of both

intra and extramural R&D are highly skewed, firms in the highest vintile are very

different from others.

10Quantiles of R&D are computed each year, so firms can move between quantiles.
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Figure A1: Share of total R&D expenditures that is outsourced (extramural) for 20
quantiles of total R&D intensity. Source: BERD.
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Table A1: Distribution of employment and R&D

Quantile of R&D Employment Intramural R&D Extramural R&D Number of firms

0 (no R&D) 2,401 0 0 27,183
1 8,172 71 5 390
2 4,480 215 14 384
3 2,932 282 23 383
4 2,521 338 59 387
5 2,829 638 73 383
6 1,643 512 55 384
7 1,963 814 72 386
8 1,749 1,015 98 384
9 1,349 1,008 110 384
10 1,727 1,609 218 381
11 1,629 2,012 231 387
12 1,888 3,136 387 383
13 1,523 3,249 335 385
14 1,455 4,328 387 386
15 1,629 6,749 435 382
16 2,471 16,163 840 386
17 2,668 24,990 1489 386
18 2,314 35,573 2903 383
19 2,513 62,948 9973 384
20 2,290 140,127 70213 380

Notes: This table presents the average number of employees, average expenditures in intramural R&D (in
thousand pounds) and average expenditures in extramural R&D (in thousand pounds) for 20 quantiles of R&D
intensity (defined as the sum of intramural and extramural R&D expenditures per employee). The first categories
“0 (no R&D)” corresponds to firm that do not report R&D in the current year. Quantiles of R&D are computed
each year on the sample of firms that have been matched to ASHE and that contains more than 400 employees
(see subsection A.4.
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A.2 Annual Survey on Hours and Earnings (ASHE)

The Annual Survey of Hours and Earning (ASHE, Office for National Statistics,

2016a) is a 1% random sample of the UK workforce based on the last two digits

of the national insurance numbers. We use data from 2004 to 2014.11 The level of

observation in ASHE is the individual job, however, over 98% of individuals have only

one job at any point in time, so appear only once per year in the dataset. We have a

total of over 1,850,000 observations on around 340,000 individuals working in around

158,000 enterprises.12

A.2.1 Cleaning

We clean the data and remove observations: with a missing individual identifier (vari-

able piden), with a missing firm identifier (variable entref) or those not coded with

an adult rate marker (variable adr), which mostly involves removing trainees from

the sample. We keep only the main job for each individual. This cleaning removes

4.2% of observations. The version of ASHE we use is a panel where individuals are

uniquely identified by their (transformed) national insurance number. However, a

problem occurs with temporary national insurance number that are reused for differ-

ent people. We drop all individuals that change gender or change birth dates: 1.2%

of observations are affected and dropped. We delete individuals where the data are

clearly miscoded, e.g. their age that is less than their tenure in the firm, and we drop

individuals aged less than 18 or older than 64 (around 2% of total observations). The

outcome of this cleaning is a database of more than 1,650,000 observations on around

320,000 individuals working in 140,000 enterprises. We call this database “Clean

ASHE”.

A.2.2 Individual income

There are various measures of income in ASHE. Gross weekly wage is collected during

the survey period (from one to four weeks) in April of each year. This is reported by

the employer and is considered to be very accurate. The gross weekly wage can be

broken down into basic pay, incentive pay, overtime pay, additional premium payment

for shifts that are not considered overtime and additional pay for other reasons. The

gross weekly wage does not include any capital income such as stock-options (reported

11There is a discontinuity in ASHE in 2004.
12An enterprise can be a private corporation, public company, government agency, non profit

organisation, etc.
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“incentive pay” includes profit sharing, productivity, performance and other bonus or

incentive pay, piecework and commission.). The number of hours worked are reported,

split between overtime and basic paid hours. ASHE also provides data on gross annual

earnings, as well as the share of this earning that is an incentive payment.

We define hourly income as the ratio of gross weekly wage divided by total number

of paid hours (including overtimes). This is the measure of income we will consider as

a baseline but we also show descriptive statistics for gross annual earnings. Including

other types of income and incentive payments is arguably relevant especially in the

case of very high incomes as shown by Bell and Van Reenen (2013, 2014). We study

the sensitivity of our results to including or excluding additional types of income in

the basic pay in section D.1.13

A.2.3 Skills classification

We use a classification based on a match between the National Qualification Frame-

work (NQF) and the Standard Occupation Code (SOC).14 The NQF defines 8 levels

of skill based on the required qualification from PhD (level 8) to Entry level (less

than GCSE grade D-G). The current UK immigration rules use 6 groups (see Table

A2).15

Note that there is another possible classification of skills, based on the standard oc-

cupational classification (SOC). Skills here are defined as “the length of time deemed

necessary for a person to become fully competent in the performance of the tasks asso-

ciated with a job”. Level 4 corresponds to the highest skill level and includes Corpo-

rate Managers, Science and technology professionals, Health professionals, Teaching

and research professionals and Business and public service professionals. Level 1 cor-

responds to the lowest skill level and includes elementary trades, plant and storage

related occupations and elementary administration and service occupations.

This classification relies on the first two digits of the 4-digit SOC code. Its main

advantage is that it is very straightforward to implement and it is consistent in time.

Indeed, although the SOC changed its classification in 2000 and 2010, the first two

digits remain unchanged. However, one disadvantage is that relying on the first two

13The share of incentive pay increases strongly with earnings, while the share of overtime pay is
stable around 5% for the first three quarters of the income distribution, and decreases with wage for
the remaining top quarter.

14See for example the “code of practice for skilled work, Immigration Rule Appendix J”.
15A few specific occupations, which we don’t use in our analysis, are unclassified: clergy, military,

elected officers, sports players and coaches and prison service officers.
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Table A2: Skill classification

Skill category Description

Low skill
Skill cat 1 Lowest skill occupations, includes many manufacturing basic

occupations, child-care related education, housekeeping, tele-
phone salespersons

Skill cat 2 corresponds to a NQF below 3 but not considered as an entry
level. Occupations such as pharmaceutical dispensers, green-
keepers, aircraft maintenance technician

Intermediate skill
Skill cat 3 Requires a NQF of 3 which corresponds to a Level of Ad-

vanced GCE (A-level). This category spans many different
occupations from Fitness instructors to Legal associate pro-
fessionals.

Skill cat 4 Requires a NQF of 4 and above which corresponds to a Cer-
tificate of Higher Education. It includes many technical occu-
pations like Medical technicians or IT operations technicians
and some managerial occupations.

High skills
Skill cat 5 Includes most managerial and executive occupations as well

as engineers. These occupations require at least a NQF of 6
which corresponds to a Bachelors degree or a Graduate Cer-
tificate.

Skill cat 6 Corresponds to occupational skilled to PhD-level and include
most scientific occupations like Chemical scientists, Biological
scientists, Research and development manager but also Higher
education teaching professionals.

Notes: This table describe the education requirement for each of our six skill categories. These requirements
have been taken from the “code of practice for skilled work, Immigration Rule Appendix J”.
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Table A3: Demographics by skill level

Obs. Hours % work % Male Age Tenure
full-Time

Low skill
Skill cat 1 338,102 30.2 60 49 37.3 6.2
Skill cat 2 35,959 35.5 83 68 39.2 8.2
Intermediate skill
Skill cat 3 71,231 36 88 60 39.1 9.3
Skill cat 4 24,740 36.4 93 60 39.5 9
High skill
Skill cat 5 102,539 36.4 95 70 40.7 9.8
Skill cat 6 3,284 35.8 92 62 39.3 10.4
Total 575,855 32.6 73 56 38.4 *

Notes: Skill categories are based on occupation codes as described in A.2.3.

digit is not accurate enough to distinguish between, for example, a restaurant man-

ager (SOC2010 code 1223) and a natural environment and conservation manager

(SOC2010 code 1212). But according to the work of Elias and Purcell (2004), the

former group counts 9.5% of people aged 21-35 and holding a first degree or higher

whereas the latter counts 72% of them. This analysis uses on the Labour Force Sur-

vey 2001-2003. In another article, Elias and Purcell (2013), they advocate the use of

another classification and consider the restaurant manager group as a “non graduate

group’ and the natural environment manager as an “expert group”.

Tables A3 and A4 show that these workers have different labour market partici-

pation behaviour and different outcomes in the labour market.

A.3 Travel to work areas

A labour market is defined as a travel to work area and there are around 240 such

areas in the UK depending on the year.16 Since 2011, there are exactly 228 travel to

work areas (TTWAs) in the UK with 149 in England, 45 in Scotland, 18 in Wales,

10 in Northern Ireland and 6 cross-border. This is a tool widely used by geographers

16Definition of travel to work areas change in time. For this reason, we never use a travel to work
area continuously in time.
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Table A4: Pay by skill categories

Skill Hourly Weekly % incentive % overtime Annual
pay pay earnings

Low skill
Skill cat 1 8.58 285.29 2.59 5.66 13,659
Skill cat 2 11.54 444.87 2.23 5.45 21,948
Intermediate skill
Skill cat 3 13.52 504.32 5.23 3.61 25,840
Skill cat 4 16.83 625.04 5.23 2.19 32,904
High skill
Skill cat 5 25.45 931.56 7.67 1.46 53,978
Skill cat 6 22.25 804.11 6.24 1.10 43,542
Total 12.82 455.98 1.16 YY 23,900

Notes: Skill categories are based on occupation codes as explained in subsection A.2.3.

and statisticians although they have no legal status. They are defined as a form of

Metropolitan Area and intent to group urban areas and their commuters hinterland.

London, Bristol and Manchester are examples of Travel To Work Areas.

A.4 Matching BERD and ASHE

We match the individuals in “Clean ASHE” with the firms they work for in BERD;

we restrict attention to private corporations (dropping public corporations, charities,

unincorporated firms, etc). We start with all individuals in “Clean ASHE” who work

for a firm with 400 or more employees and match them to the population of firms

in BERD with 400 or more employees. Our final sample includes around 580,000

observations on around 150,000 individuals working in around 6,300 different firms;

there are around 31,000 firm-year combinations. The implication of the matching and

exact numbers can be found in Table A5 and the outcome of merging the subsample

of firms in BERD over 400 employees and private firms in ASHE over 400 employees

is presented in Table A6.

We use information on firms with more than 400 employees. These firms differ

from smaller ones in some ways that are shown in Table A5. However, the distribution

of wage in this sample is very similar to the one in the total sample, as seen in Figure

A2. The geographical coverage of these firms is also very similar.
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Table A5: Construction of the sample

ASHE Observations Individuals Mean wage Sd wage

Raw ASHE 1,841,495 341,463 13 43.1
Clean ASHE 1,655,627 323,409 13.3 14.3
Private Corporations 977,236 230,501 12.9 16.3
Final Sample 573,299 148,503 12.8 16.7

BERD Observations Firms % intramural R&D % extramural R&D

Raw BERD 216,957 48,554 100 100
400+ Employees 8,086 1,782 75.1 84.0
Final Sample 7,703 1,767 66.1 77.9

Notes: This table presents the evolution of the two databases ASHE and BERD across the successive steps
conducted to match them. ASHE: Raw data corresponds to the standard ASHE database 2004-2014. Clean ASHE
corresponds to the database “Cleaned ASHE” as described in subsection A.2.1. Private corporation corresponds
to “Clean ASHE” restricted to private corporations and Final corresponds to “Clean ASHE” restricted to private
corporations with more than 400 employees. Mean wage is measured as the average total weekly earning. BERD:
Raw data corresponds to the standard BERD database 2004-2014. 400+ employees corresponds to this database
restricted to firm with more than 400 employees and Final corresponds to firms of more than 400 employees that
matched the final version of ASHE. % of intramural and extramural R&D are measured with respect to Raw data.

Table A6: Matching results at the firm-year level

Year in BERD not in ASHE in ASHE not in BERD in BERD and ASHE

2004 102 2,406 670
2005 91 2,377 808
2006 91 2,339 956
2007 102 2,372 757
2008 96 2,408 628
2009 75 2,370 798
2010 86 2,322 696
2011 97 2,372 708
2012 97 2,435 781
2013 108 2,488 799
2014 109 2,612 844

Notes: This table presents the number of firms that did not match because they are in BERD
but not in ASHE (column 1) or because they are in ASHE but not in BERD (column 2) and the
firms that are both in BERD and ASHE (column 3).
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Figure A2: Cumulative distribution function of log wage

(a) Hourly Wage (b) Weekly Wage

Notes: This figure plots the empirical cumulative distribution function for two samples: Clean
ASHE, corresponding to the 1% random sample of the English population without restriction (other
than some cleaning described in Appendix A.2 and Final Sample corresponding to workers of private
companies with more than 400 employees.

A.5 Descriptive statistics

Table A7 gives description of the variables used in the regressions throughout the

paper while A8 shows statistical moments of the main variables of interest at the

individual level. Low skill workers represent the majority of workers in our sample

(59%)17, see Table A3. Workers with higher skill level earn higher wages with the

exception of skill category 6 (researchers and professors), where the average is below

the average for category 5. We also see from Table A4 that more innovative firms

have on average a larger proportion of high skilled workers.

17This is a slightly larger proportion than when considering the share of low skilled worker in the
whole “clean ASHE” dataset (48%).
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Table A7: Variable description

Variable name Description

Age Age of the individual at the time of the survey in year
Tenure Number of year spent in the firm by the individual
Male Dummy for being a male
Full Time Dummy for working more than 25 hours a week on average
Age2 Age squared
Tenure2 Tenure squared

Notes: This table presents the description of the main variables used in the regressions.

Table A8: Descriptive statistics of wage variables

Variable Mean sd p10 p25 p50 p75 p90 p99

Total hourly wage (£) 13.5 14.5 6 7.1 10 15.5 24.1 57.6
Weekly wage (£) 493 505 130 254 390 606 911 2,080
Weekly incentive pay (£) 9.3 66.3 * * * * 0.6 220.9
Weekly overtime pay (£) 19 60 * * * * 60.8 280.5
Annual wage (£) 26,024 57,481 4,197 10,937 19,231 30,671 47,000 132,000

Basic paid hours 34.4 10.3 18 34.9 37.5 39.8 42 54.8
Paid overtime hours 1.5 6 * * * * 5.3 20.5

Tenure in years 6.8 7.7 1 1 4 9 17 35
Age 38.9 12 23 29 38 48 56 63

Notes: This table presents some moments (mean, standard deviation and different percentile thresholds) for a set of
key variables. Tenure is the number of year an individual has been working in its current firm.
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B Decomposition of variance

We decompose the variance as presented in Song et al. (2015) among others. More

specifically, let wi,f be a measure of the log of income of the individual i (we drop

time dependence but in practice, all this is computed for one given year) working in

firm f . Let w̄f be the average wage within this firm and w̄A be the average value of

wi,f across all N observations. We have:

[wi,f − w̄A] = [w̄f − w̄A] + [wi,f − w̄f ] .

We take this equality to square and sum over all N individual. By construction,

the covariance quantity is equal to 0 and this yields:

Var(wi,f ) =
F∑
f=1

Nf

N
[w̄f − w̄A]2︸ ︷︷ ︸

Within-firm variance

+
F∑
f=1

Nf

N
Var(wi,f | f)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Between-firm variance

C Extending the model

Extension to more skilled and unskilled workers

We now consider the more general case with n ≥ 1 low-occupation workers and m ≥ 1

high-occupation workers. To determine the equilibrium wages resulting from ex post

negotiation, we rely on Stole and Zwiebel (1996). In their framework, if the nth low-

occupation worker refuses the wage offer wLn , then the remaining n−1 low-occupation

workers renegotiate a wage wLn−1. By induction, this provides a generic expression for

the two equilibrium wages wLn,m(Q, q, λ) and wLn,m(Q, q, λ) (up to a constant in q, Q

and λ):

wLn,m(Q, q, λ) =
(q − qL)λθ

n(n+ 1)

n∑
i=0

iQmqi−1 − θ(1− λ)

2
(q − qL)

wHn,m(Q, q, λ) =
(Q−QL)λθ

m(m+ 1)

m∑
i=0

iqnQi−1 − θ(1− λ)

2
(Q−QL),

(C1)

when assuming equal bargaining powers for high- and low-occupation workers. Note

that this extension nests the baseline version of the model since taking n = 1 and
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m = 1 yields the same results as above.

The case where n = 1 and m = 2

In this case, we have:

∂wL1,2(Q, q, λ)

∂λ
=
θ(q − qL)(Q2 − 1)

2
and

∂wH1,2(Q, q, λ)

∂λ
=
θ(Q−QL)

(
q(1+2Q)

3
− 1
)

2
,

and we can show that18 q(1+2Q)
3
−1 < Q2−1, which, combined with the assumption

that (Q−QL) < (q − qL), immediately implies that:

∂wL1,2(Q, q, λ)

∂λ
>
∂wH1,2(Q, q, λ)

∂λ
.

The case where n = 2 and m = 1

In this case, we have:

∂wL2,1(Q, q, λ)

∂λ
=
θ(q − qL)(Q+ 2qQ)

6
−q − qL

2
and

∂wH2,1(Q, q, λ)

∂λ
=
θ(Q−QL)(q − 1)

2
,

Then a sufficient condition for
∂wL

2,1(Q,q,λ)

∂λ
>

∂wH
2,1(Q,q,λ)

∂λ
is that Q+2qQ > 3q which

in turn is always true since Q > q > 1.

The case where n = m

For a given n ≥ 2, a sufficient condition for
∂wL

n,n(Q,q,λ)

∂λ
>

∂wH
n,n(Q,q,λ)

∂λ
is:

1

n(n+ 1)

n∑
i=0

iQnqi−1 >
1

n(n+ 1)

n∑
i=0

iqnQi−1,

which is equivalent to:

n∑
i=0

i

qn−i+1
>

n∑
i=0

i

Qn−i+1
,

which is automatically true as long as n ≥ 2.

18This is straightforward since Q > q implies that: q(1 + 2Q) < Q(1 + 2Q) < Q(Q + 2Q) (recall
Q > 1).
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The case where n < m

By induction, for a given n > 2, if we assume that
∂wL

n,m(Q,q,λ)

∂λ
>

∂wH
n,m(Q,q,λ)

∂λ
, then it

is easy to show that:

1

n(n+ 1)

n∑
i=0

iQm+1qi−1 >
1

(m+ 1)(m+ 2)

m+1∑
i=0

iqnQi−1,

and therefore that

∂wLn,m(Q, q, λ)

∂λ
>
∂wHn,m+1(Q, q, λ)

∂λ
.

This case is all the more important since we know that most innovative firms have

more high-occupation workers than low-occupation workers.

Finally, note that the case n < m corresponds to more R&D intensive firms as we

document in the empirical part of the paper.

D Additional specifications

D.1 Different measures of income

In our baseline results, we have chosen to use the average total labour income received

per week during the time of the survey divided by the average total number of hours

worked. As explained in subsection A.2.2, the numerator includes a fixed salary and

additional variable incomes (incentive, overtime and other pay). In this section, we

test the sensitivity to our main result to using other measures of income. Results

are presented in Table D1 when the usual set of control variables are included and

individual and year fixed effects are added. Column 1 uses the baseline measure

(logarithm of total earning per hours) as a reference. Column 2 uses the same measure

but restricting to fixed salary and excluding overtime. Column 3 uses the total weekly

earnings and column 4 and 5 use total annual earnings including (resp. exlcuding)

bonuses. One concern with our results is that high occupation workers receive most

of their income from incentive paid at the end of the year and hence not well captured

by our baseline measure of income (based on a standard week in April). This could

potentially drive our result if in turns, high occupation workers receive a larger share

of their income as incentive in innovative firms. In fact, the average share of bonus in

yearly income is 8.8% for non R&D firms against 6.5% for non R&D firms. Finally,
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Table D1: Robustness to using different measures of income.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

ln(Rft + 1) 0.0286*** 0.0275*** 0.0360*** 0.0553***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003)

Age2 -0.000590*** -0.000559*** -0.000801*** -0.00106***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Tenure 0.00777*** 0.00686*** 0.00598*** 0.0692***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001)

Tenure2 -0.0000870*** -0.0000865*** -0.0000324*** -0.00161***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

ln(emp) -0.00721*** -0.00998*** -0.0152*** -0.0251***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002)

Full Time -0.000678 0.0132*** 0.659*** 0.490***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.004) (0.006)

Fixed Effects i+t i+t i+t i+t
N 572,799 572,586 575,872 570,001
R2 0.888 0.907 0.888 0.800

Notes: This table presents results from estimating equation 1 using different measures of
income. Column 1 uses the logarithm of total hourly earnings, column 2 uses the logarithm
of the basic (fixed) hourly income, column 3 uses the logarithm of the total weekly earning
and column 4 uses the logarithm of annual gross earnings. Control variables definition and
construction are given in Table A7. Ordinary Least Square regression. Heteroskedasticity
robust standard errors clustered at the individual level are computed to indicate the level of
significance: ***, ** and * for 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 levels of significance.

comparing column 4 and 5 of Table D1 shows no substantial differences when bonus

are included or excluded.

D.2 Different functions of R&D

In this section we show that our main results hold using alternative function of R&D.

We consider: R&D
L

, ln(1 + R&D
L

), Hyperbolic with R&D, Hyperbolic with R&D
L

, ln(1 +

R&D), R&D > 0 and R&D > 0. Results are shown in Table D2.

Next, we allow the coefficient to adjust at different point in the R&D distribution.

To do so, we include a binary variable for each of the twenty quantile of R&D:

ln(wijkft) = x′iftβ1 + z′ftβ2 +
20∑
l=1

β3lRftl + νw + εit (D1)

Where Rftl is equal to 1 if firm f belongs to quantile l in year t. The resulting
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Table D2: Testing different function of R&D

Dependent variable: ln(wijkft)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

R&D
L

0.00415*** 0.00216*** 0.000455*** 0.000170*

ln(1 + R&D
L

) 0.117*** 0.0649*** 0.0286*** 0.0101***

Hyperbolic with R&D 0.0198*** 0.0105*** 0.00400*** 0.000963***

Hyperbolic with R&D
L

0.0979*** 0.0541*** 0.0238*** 0.00819***

ln(1 +R&D) 0.0215*** 0.0114*** 0.00438*** 0.00111***

R&D > 0 0.147*** 0.0751*** 0.0265*** 0.00224

R&D 0.282*** 0.120*** 0.0531*** 0.0154**

Fixed Effects (k,t) (k,j,t) i+t f+t
Observations 572,799 572,799 572,799 572,799

Notes: This table presents the coefficient on the function of R&D intensity when estimating equation 1 but
replacing the log of R&D by alternative functions. The set of control variables and fixed-effects are the same as
in Table 3. Each line corresponds to a different functional form. Hyperbolic function is H(x) = ln(x+

√
x2 + 1).

Ordinary Least Square regression. Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors clustered at the individual level
are computed to indicate the level of significance: ***, ** and * for 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 levels of significance.
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estimated coefficients β3l on each of these binary variables are presented in Table D3.

We see that the coefficients are positive and increase with the quantile of R&D for

almost all quantiles except for the first ones. The only exception occurs when we use

firm fixed effects (column 4) where the coefficients become positive only for the very

high quantiles.

D.3 Other measures of innovation

In this section, we run our baseline regression using different proxies for the intensity

of R&D. As seen in Table D4, the effect of the intensity of R&D is always positive

and significant.

D.4 Other robustness

In this last section we test three additional robustness checks. First, as seen in Table

A1, firms from the highest quantile of R&D are very different from others. We thus

check that our results are not mainly driven by these firms by removing observations

associated with total R&D expenditures higher than 293,634,000 pounds. Results are

shown in Table D5. Second, we run our main regressions restricting on firms with

positive expenditures in R&D in the current year. We change the measure of R&D to

ln(Rft) with Rft being the total expenditures in R&D of firm f during year t. Results

are presented in Table D6. Third, we test the robustness of our results regarding the

different effects of R&D to income by skill to using an alternative definition of skill

level as defined in subsection A.2.3. Results are robust in the sense that there is no

effect of R&D expenditures on income for high occupation workers as presented in

Table D7 where each column corresponds to a different skill level (1 for the lowest

and 4 for the highest).
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Table D3: 20 quantiles of R&D based on level of total R&D expenditures

Dependent variable: ln(wijkft)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Quantile 1 -0.0233*** -0.0172*** -0.00557 -0.0196***
Quantile 2 0.0471*** 0.00118 0.0150*** -0.00454
Quantile 3 -0.0170** -0.0267*** 0.00512 0.000841
Quantile 4 -0.0226*** -0.00101 0.0153*** -0.00538
Quantile 5 0.0502*** 0.0376*** 0.0187*** -0.00229
Quantile 6 0.0267*** 0.00483 0.0109*** 0.00622
Quantile 7 0.00729 0.0101 0.00132 -0.0362***
Quantile 8 0.0478*** 0.0341*** 0.00461 -0.0290***
Quantile 9 0.0531*** 0.0356*** 0.0228*** -0.0137**
Quantile 10 0.0733*** 0.0522*** 0.0281*** -0.000501
Quantile 11 0.0904*** 0.0513*** 0.0161*** -0.0181***
Quantile 12 0.0439*** 0.0341*** 0.0337*** 0.00846
Quantile 13 0.0704*** 0.0398*** 0.0270*** -0.0190***
Quantile 14 0.0745*** 0.0483*** 0.0269*** 0.0168***
Quantile 15 0.146*** 0.0961*** 0.0330*** 0.00276
Quantile 16 0.167*** 0.0997*** 0.0366*** 0.0192***
Quantile 17 0.234*** 0.109*** 0.0440*** 0.0241***
Quantile 18 0.271*** 0.141*** 0.0492*** 0.0249***
Quantile 19 0.248*** 0.149*** 0.0607*** 0.0500***
Quantile 20 0.380*** 0.197*** 0.0844*** 0.0208**

Fixed Effects (k,t) (k,j,t) i+t f+t
Observations 572,799 572,799 572,799 572,799

Notes: This table presents the coefficient on each of the 20 quantiles of total R&D expen-
diture when estimating equation D1. The set of control variables and fixed-effects are the
same as in Table 3. Ordinary Least Square regression. Heteroskedasticity robust standard
errors clustered at the individual level are computed to indicate the level of significance: ***,
** and * for 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 levels of significance.
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Table D4: Robustness to using different measures of R&D.

Dependent variable: ln(wijkft)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

R&D 0.0286*** 0.0300*** 0.0123*** 0.239***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.024)

Age2 -0.000590*** -0.000590*** -0.000593*** -0.000592***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Tenure 0.00777*** 0.00777*** 0.00787*** 0.00787***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Tenure2 -0.0000870*** -0.0000867*** -0.0000872*** -0.0000885***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

ln(emp) -0.00721*** -0.00722*** -0.00739*** -0.00712***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Full Time -0.000678 -0.000666 0.000379 0.000118
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Fixed Effects i+t i+t i+t i+t
N 572,799 572,799 572,799 572,799
R2 0.888 0.888 0.888 0.888

Notes: This table presents results from estimating the effect of R&D intensity on income. Col-
umn 1 uses total R&D expenditures per number of employees, column 2 and 3 uses respectively
intramural and extramural R&D expenditures per number of employees and column 4 uses the
share of workers involved in R&D activities. All these measures are transformed with a function
ln(1 + x). Control variables definition and construction are given in Table A7. Ordinary Least
Square regression. Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors clustered at the individual level are
computed to indicate the level of significance: ***, ** and * for 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 levels of signif-
icance.
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Table D5: Robustness: Removing firms from the highest quantile of R&D expendi-
tures.

Dependent variable: ln(wijkft)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

ln(Rft + 1) 0.123*** 0.0694*** 0.0295*** 0.0143***
(0.003) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003)

Age 0.0584*** 0.0340*** 0.0446***
(0.001) (0.000) (0.001)

Age2 -0.000703*** -0.000393*** -0.000579*** -0.000523***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Tenure 0.0235*** 0.0152*** 0.00792*** 0.0160***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Tenure2 -0.000316*** -0.000224*** -0.0000933*** -0.000232***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

ln(emp) -0.0315*** -0.00829*** -0.00743*** -0.0237***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.003)

Male 0.162*** 0.145*** 0.159***
(0.003) (0.002) (0.003)

Full Time 0.250*** 0.0740*** 0.000981 0.143***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Fixed Effects (k,t) (k,j,t) i+t f+t
N 546,556 546,556 546,556 546,556
R2 0.368 0.614 0.884 0.550

Notes: This table presents estimates of the effect of R&D as measured by the logarithm of 1 + total
R&D expenditures divided by employment in the year, on the logarithm of income as measured by the gross
hourly earnings (in log). Firm with R&D expenditures higher than 293,634,000 pounds in the current year
are excluded (top vintile). Control variables definition and construction are given in Table A7. Column
1 uses labour market interacted with year fixed effect, column 2 uses labour market interacted with year
and occupation fixed effects, column 3 uses firm fixed effects and column 4 uses individual fixed effects.
Ordinary Least Square regression. Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors clustered at the individual
level are reported in parenthesis. ***, ** and * respectively indicate 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 levels of significance.
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Table D6: Robustness: Removing firms with no R&D expenditures.

Dependent variable: ln(wijkft)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

ln(1 +Rft) 0.0504*** 0.0319*** 0.00532*** 0.00164
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Age 0.0650*** 0.0407*** 0 0.0560***
(0.001) (0.001) (.) (0.001)

Age2 -0.000745*** -0.000450*** -0.000546*** -0.000635***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Tenure 0.0139*** 0.0108*** 0.00528*** 0.0122***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Tenure2 -0.000198*** -0.000184*** -0.0000765*** -0.000186***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

ln(emp) -0.0137*** -0.0101*** -0.00132 -0.0326***
(0.002) (0.001) (0.003) (0.006)

Male 0.177*** 0.161*** 0 0.166***
(0.005) (0.005) (.) (0.005)

Full Time 0.200*** 0.0318*** -0.0860*** 0.137***
(0.006) (0.005) (0.008) (0.006)

Fixed Effects (k,t) (k,j,t) i+t f+t
N 144,205 144,205 144,205 144,205
R2 0.407 0.631 0.917 0.512

Notes: This table presents estimates of the effect of R&D as measured by the logarithm of total R&D
expenditures divided by employment in the year, on the logarithm of income as measured by the gross
hourly earnings (in log). Firm with 0 R&D expenditures are excluded. Control variables definition and
construction are given in Table A7. Column 1 uses labour market interacted with year fixed effect, column
2 uses labour market interacted with year and occupation fixed effects, column 3 uses firm fixed effects
and column 4 uses individual fixed effects. Ordinary Least Square regression. Heteroskedasticity robust
standard errors clustered at the individual level are reported in parenthesis. ***, ** and * respectively
indicate 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 levels of significance.
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Table D7: Robustness: Alternative measure of skill.

Dependent variable: ln(wijkft)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

ln(Rft + 1) 0.0359*** 0.0339*** 0.00985*** -0.00117
(0.007) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002)

Age2 -0.000208*** -0.000361*** -0.000613*** -0.000875***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Tenure 0.00733*** 0.00932*** 0.00342*** 0.00144**
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Tenure2 -0.000124*** -0.000151*** -0.0000538*** -0.00000546
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

ln(emp) 0.00360* -0.00645*** 0.000285 0.00625**
(0.002) (0.001) (0.003) (0.003)

Full Time -0.0428*** -0.0159*** -0.120*** -0.118***
(0.006) (0.003) (0.011) (0.013)

Skill Level 1 (low) 2 3 4 (high)
Fixed Effects i+t i+t i+t i+t
N 92,305 268,760 104,647 107,087
R2 0.701 0.784 0.870 0.900

Notes: This table presents estimates of the effect of R&D as measured by the logarithm of 1 + total
R&D expenditures divided by employment in the year, on the logarithm of income as measured by the gross
hourly earnings (in log). Control variables definition and construction are given in Table A7. Column 1
restricts to lowest skill workers (skill level 1) with the alternative definition of skill presented in subsection
A.2.3. Column 2 restricts to skill level 2, etc... Ordinary Least Square regression. Heteroskedasticity robust
standard errors clustered at the individual level are reported in parenthesis. ***, ** and * respectively
indicate 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 levels of significance.
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